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The Sphinx: When Was It Really Built and

Why?  Part One
 

THIS BLOG IS COPYRIGHT JUSTIN MICHAEL SPRING 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 ALL RIGHTS

RESERVED. NO PORTION OF THIS BLOG MAY BE COPIED WITHOUT THE EXPRESS WRITTEN

PERMISSION OF THE AUTHOR.

 

This YOUTUBE Player has a spoken introduction that starts automatically.

To stop it, click on screen.

A NEW APPROACH TO THE MYSTERY 

OF THE SPHINX

This site was created by Justin Spring. I am a

prizewinning poet, writer and video artist

extremely familiar with preliterate cultures and

especially their  oral poetry and art, which are

the primary forms of communication used by

these cultures since they had no writing.

Although there are several theories about the

Sphinx, both alternative and establishment,

they all fail to look at the Sphinx as a work of

art. It may as well be an ancient  hunk of

cheese as far as these theorists are concerned. 

It is a very serious failing, because when

considered as a work of art, the Sphinx shows

definite preliterate characteristics (prior to

3200 B.C.).  This means the Sphinx was carved

by a preliterate people who had a much

different consciousness than the people of

literate Dynastic Egypt, which also means they

had completely different interests.  

Understanding that consciousness and interests is the key to really

understanding who built the Sphinx and why.

Justin Spring

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-Sp_VlH8QHj4/UF3p75CoPBI/AAAAAAAAFzU/61qpjE5LEro/s1600/sphinx-front-wa-2001.jpg
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-6BrXcJa85cs/Uqm8cdjkLHI/AAAAAAAAHKc/Dyv9Fi6JOfY/s1600/StillCap0064.jpg
http://justin-soulspeak.blogspot.com/
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-YOVGyU7bp7c/UAWTvFValwI/AAAAAAAAEAs/8_2tYBzJG-c/s1600/Great_Sphinx_of_Giza_-_Egypt.JPG
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I believe the Sphinx has never been looked at as a work of art for two reasons:

1. The archeological/scientific method considers evaluating art a subjective

task that has no place in its methodology, which is objective by nature. 

2. All of the existing establishment and traditional theorists on the Sphinx

haven't shown any evidence of possessing a well developed sense of

aesthetics. If they had, we would have surely seen by now some indication of

an interest in the Sphinx as work of art. 

As to  exactly when the

Sphinx was built during the

preliterate period, we now

have weathering

characteristics (thanks to

Robert Schoch, Colin Reader

and other geologists) that

point very strongly toward

the Sphinx carving being

carved much earlier than the

traditionally held date of

2500 B.C.. Schoch's theory

is the most extreme and

points to the carving being done sometime between 9000-

5000 B.C..

These geologists, with their hard scientific findings, turned the existing

thinking on the origin of the Sphinx upside down. The weathering evidence of

Schoch and Colin Reader point towards the Sphinx being carved from 400 to

thousands of years earlier than the establishment view of it being carved in

literate Dynastic Egypt c. 2500 B.C.. 

Both the preliterate artistic and weathering characteristics of the Sphinx have

to be accounted for if we are to finally have an accurate picture of when and

why it was carved. 

There is one other thing that has to be mentioned, however, and that is that

fact that preliterate cultures leave no writings or artifacts to examine, save

for a few bones and arrow heads, which makes it a period of little interest to

most scientific archeologists. This is because the traditional scientific

approach needs physical evidence (artifacts, writing) to function correctly.

The  exceptions to this lack of artifacts are the

monumental stone structures and sculptures

that some preliterate peoples have left behind.

These monumental structures and sculptures

must also be viewed as works of art, because

preliterate cultures were highly spiritual,

artistic cultures, the two being interlinked in

the most profound way, so that every artistic

effort was spiritually inspired and directed. This

is something our scientific archeologists have been slow to recognize. 

Preliterate monumental sculptures and

structures weren't built as artistic expressions

of power and empire, as they were in Dynastic

Egypt (and every other literate culture,

including our own),  but as imitations of

spiritual visions sent by the Gods. By imitating

those visions, preliterate peoples were

acknowledging they understood the intent of

the Gods, because the primary spiritual

concern of preliterate peoples was to always

keep themselves in alignment with the unpredictable Gods. 

Stonehenge is also a good example of this, as archeologists are just finding

out, namely that its stages of construction had little to do with providing a

Colin Reader

Robert Schoch

Preliterate Malta monolith

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-N6neQyOwyHY/VUeOXqtMyoI/AAAAAAAAHec/wVu2grW-Si4/s1600/robert%2Bschoch.jpg
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viewing platform for the stars and the equinoxes and

solstices.

This is also why such monumental structures and

sculptures were built  in stages, over long periods of

times: each new stage was the result of a new vision

from the Gods. In preliterate Göbekli Tepe (L), these

large sculpture slabs were built over a 2000 year period.

This is why I believe that for investigators to

truly understand preliterate Egypt the

scientific archeological approach  has to be

augmented at times with an intuitive, artistic

approach  if we are to truly   determine  what

the Sphinx represents and when and why it

was carved. There is no other way. 

At times, I have used such a

combined approach in this site

and it has allowed me to arrive

at some solid but very

different conclusions about

the Sphinx. No matter what

the experts say, it is clear to

me, and I hope it will become

clear to you if you take the

time to evaluate the evidence

I present, that all the

weathering, cultural, spiritual

 and artistic evidence points

toward the fact that the face

of the Sphinx is that of a

Nubian female leader carved in the Proto-Egyptian Preliterate Mother Goddess

period sometime between 6000 and 3200 B.C. on a rocky outcropping on the

Giza plateau—an outcropping that was gradually transformed into what we

now know as the Great Sphinx of Giza.

Although there have been others who have suggested something similar as to

the sex of the Sphinx, this site, as far as I know,  is the first one to gather

sufficient physical, artistic, spiritual, cultural and weathering evidence to

strongly suggest that the face of the Sphinx is indeed the face of a prophetic

female Nubian shaman/leader (c. 6000-3200 B.C.) who had such an

enormous impact on the spiritual and physical lives of the preliterate Neolithic

inhabitants of the Nile delta, that she was held to be a living Goddess and

honored as such by carving her face on a Giza cliff overlooking the Nile delta. 

There you have it: a simple, straightforward theory that makes enormous

sense  if we look  at the Sphinx with the right mindset: the mindset

of preliterate humans. If we don't, and approach the Sphinx with our modern

literate mindset, we will draw all the wrong conclusions, which is the case

today with all our scientific theories about the Sphinx.

For those  who think such a scientific/ intuitive approach to

be so much nonsense, here is a warning shots fired across

the bow of their craft by Poet and Author Robert Graves,

who used just such an approach in writing his

groundbreaking book on the Preliterate Mother Goddess

culture,  The White Goddess.

“....that so many scholars are barbarians does not much

matter so long as a few of them are ready to help with their

specialized knowledge the few independent thinkers, that is

to say the poets, who try to to keep civilization alive.”

What Graves is talking about when he calls scholars

"barbarians" is their refusal to step out of the confines of their disciplines and

not only assist intuitive, unconfined  artists like Graves, but also their refusal

to use use their powers of intuition to detect a much larger, and often hidden,

picture. 

Robert Graves

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Graves
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This assertion of the primacy of intuition is not limited

to artists. Einstein had a similar feeling about its

powers: “The intuitive mind is a sacred gift and the

rational mind is a faithful servant. We have created a

society that honors the servant and has forgotten the

gift.”  We sometimes forget that Einstein as a young

physicist would go into what amounted to a trance and

imagine himself riding a broom stick as it approached

the speed of light. What he observed intuitively helped

him to form his Theory of Relativity.

OK. Here's some basic info you'll need before we go further:

A dateline of the preliterate and literate dynasties.

Here is an equivalency list of terms used in this blog to define Egypt.

Preliterate Egypt = Legendary period = Pre-Dynastic Egypt = 

Proto-Egyptian Culture = Mother Goddess Culture = 6000-3200 B.C.

Literate Egypt = Early -1st Dynastic Egypt (3200-2900 B.C.) 

and

2nd - 31st  Dynastic Egypt ( 2900  B.C.- 332 B.C)

 

WHAT ANIMAL 

ARE WE REALLY LOOKING AT HERE?

 

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-aJAv-fF61-0/U8ZGttNDEdI/AAAAAAAAHSY/XiDo-RMxQnU/s1600/Albert_Einstein_(Nobel).png
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-i-kWAfuAGu4/UAWAC3KuEvI/AAAAAAAAD_E/Bpoi2z_o8ZM/s1600/sphinx_side_view.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_pharaohs
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All it takes is a quick glance to see the almost perfect fit of a cheetah's head

on the head of the Sphinx (except for the nose because the nose of the Sphinx

is missing). I have painted the Sphinx red so can see it in the overlay . Below

is a different overlay, that of the entire body.

Compare the Sphinx's body proportions to those of a cheetah as shown

above. The faint red line in the Photoshop overlay image(below) is the outline

of the Sphinx. Despite what we have been told, what we are really looking at

when we look at the Sphinx is not a lion but a cheetah.

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-u3tZlXRQbB8/UAbhwqUOJWI/AAAAAAAAECY/n3im5cVOBvQ/s1600/Great_Sphinx_ove%2Bflipped%2Bcheetahlay%2Bof_Giza_-_Egypt%2Bcopy.bmp
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-YOVGyU7bp7c/UAWTvFValwI/AAAAAAAAEAs/8_2tYBzJG-c/s1600/Great_Sphinx_of_Giza_-_Egypt.JPG
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-ydnMD-Llq5c/UAdWPwl-ULI/AAAAAAAAEEc/dD66cSX0ySU/s1600/sphinx_side_viewxxxx%2Bcopy.bmp
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They are very different as the photos above

clearly show. Look at the head / body

proportions of each. The generally accepted

thinking on this by most theorists    is that the

Sphinx's head was re-carved (which is why it

is so small) because the Sphinx started out

with a lion's head sometime in the distant

past.   I see this "Lion's head" theory as the

worst kind of   thinking as there is absolutely

no evidence of this of any kind: cultural,

artistic, or archeological. 

Author's Note

Let me add something else if you're still not convinced. Just look above at the size

of the lion's head vs. the cheetah's head. If the supposed lion-head Sphinx was re-

carved with the human face of some Pharaoh, why was his head carved so small?. A

lion's head would have supplied plenty of stone (See photo L) to carve a human head

in proportion to the body. But it wasn't. The carvers would have been hung and

quartered in 2500 B.C. for such a small head. Think about it and the only conclusion

you can come to is that the Sphinx head is the original head and it was sized small

because the cheetah's head is small in relation to its body.

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-2DuHQRge1ts/UAde5HFUp5I/AAAAAAAAEF8/PVkWmHRoxsQ/s1600/lion_knp-0276m.jpg
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-r2VC8fBKSKM/UAWTvvYGg6I/AAAAAAAAEA4/4b-kVGGpMrk/s1600/Great_Sphinx_ovelay%2Bof_Giza_-_Egypt%2Bcopy.bmp
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-2DuHQRge1ts/UAde5HFUp5I/AAAAAAAAEF8/PVkWmHRoxsQ/s1600/lion_knp-0276m.jpg
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-YOVGyU7bp7c/UAWTvFValwI/AAAAAAAAEAs/8_2tYBzJG-c/s1600/Great_Sphinx_of_Giza_-_Egypt.JPG
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-EZSnFnKr8dc/UAdWQ470RFI/AAAAAAAAEFA/Swil-byE6Vw/s1600/901630-cheetah-kruger-park-06092010.jpg
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-YOVGyU7bp7c/UAWTvFValwI/AAAAAAAAEAs/8_2tYBzJG-c/s1600/Great_Sphinx_of_Giza_-_Egypt.JPG
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Because of the above considerations and the fact that there also exists (as

we shall soon see) good artistic, geologic and cultural evidence that the

face, chest and front limbs of the Sphinx were carved sometime in the

preliterate, Mother Goddess, Proto-Egyptian period, the Sphinx would have

almost certainly reflected Cheetah characteristics. As I've said earlier,

however, most theorists don't want to even

End Author's Note

The lion-head Sphinx is something   thrown up

to  explain the odd proportions of the Sphinx,

but also to avoid considering what is obvious to

anyone with two eyes: the Sphinx is a

Cheetah/human carving not a Lion/human

carving.

This is what happens when   theorists get

themselves locked into the position (for

which there is no hard evidence) that the

Sphinx was built in one fell swoop around

2500 B.C., when Egypt was a literate

Dynastic Empire. Here's the reasoning,

which is both specious and circular: the

symbol of Empire is always the Lion,

therefore the Sphinx has to be a Lion.

Establishment theorists continue to cling

to  this reasoning despite the fact  their

eyes are telling them  otherwise.

If the Sphinx, however, was carved in preliterate

Proto-Egypt, it is almost a certainty that the

Sphinx would have reflected the shape of a

Cheetah, not a Lion, because the lion is a symbol

of later, literate, male-dominated cultures

obsessed with power and empire. 

There are many links, however,  between the

Cheetah and the Mother Goddess culture of that

time (sometimes called the Legendary Period, 6000-

3200 B.C.). First of all,  there are undoubtedly long

Nubian/ Cheetah roots going back to preliterate

times. Hunting with trained cheetahs was

 something that would have been done by early

preliterate Nubians because bringing down

the lightning-quick antelope, who were a highly

desirable  food source, could only have been done in

most cases with trained Cheetahs. It should also be

noted that this hunter-cheetah tradition continued

into Dynastic times where  Nubia can be historically

seen as a supplier  to Egyptian royalty of trained cheetahs to be used in

hunting as well as cheetahs trained as pets. 

Still another link is the Mother Goddess Mafdet,

who is a primal African/Proto-Egyptian Mother

Goddess who has an animal/human nature.

Specifically she is half Cheetah/ half female. In

Preliterate Proto-Egypt Mafdet would be seen

as the protector of the spiritual values of

Balance and Truth, without which I believe the

male/female tension inherent in the Proto-

Egyptian Mother Goddess culture would have

erupted into permanent violence. I'll say more about this later. Lastly, it is

highly likely that the Cheetah would have been especially prized in this highly

psychic period because its  its movements (like those of the cat) are very

similar to the quick, fleeting nature of psychic events.

Egyptian Dynastic Empire statuary  

A Cheetah

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-_oVACTb-dTs/UE_BPjODETI/AAAAAAAAFwE/x7VjhVFS0EQ/s1600/ramses+2+12179+1213+5626190-ancient-egyptian-statue-of-pharaoh-and-queen.jpg
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-EZSnFnKr8dc/UAdWQ470RFI/AAAAAAAAEFA/Swil-byE6Vw/s1600/901630-cheetah-kruger-park-06092010.jpg
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-ad2ybpvpqUY/UoVc3Xa_-aI/AAAAAAAAGxI/gf0r3ARbf-s/s1600/cheetah+hunt+images.jpg
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-OWV1A5QKR58/UoAZHyJOwJI/AAAAAAAAGuA/B9kc2Uq1LVI/s1600/44660312chhetah+black+60_dd7c2b9aa2_b3564.jpg
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-2DuHQRge1ts/UAde5HFUp5I/AAAAAAAAEF8/PVkWmHRoxsQ/s1600/lion_knp-0276m.jpg
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consider the possibility of anything being

constructed in preliterate Egypt. 

The scientific method doesn't work well when

there are no written records  and only a few

artifacts, so what happens is that these

theorists remain fixed on their conjecture that

the proportions of the Sphinx were originally

that of a lion despite the fact that there is

absolutely no evidence of the head ever being

that of a lion or indeed any evidence as

to when and why such a re-carving took place.

 

Just the idea itself goes against everything in 

Egyptian spirituality as the Sphinx would have

undoubtedly been considered by Dynastic

Egyptians as a divine carving that had existed

since the beginning of the world. 

Carving a new, different  face over an existing,

ancient divine face such as their proposed

 "Lion's head"  sphinx would have been seen as

a sacrilege, even to the more power-driven

literate Dynastic cultures. That is not the end

of it, however, because the scientific method  has no way of really

understanding a spirituality that was essentially psychic in nature. As Julian

Jaynes showed us sixty years ago, preliterate peoples had a much different

consciousness than ours, a consciousness that by any definition would be

considered highly psychic. 

Click here for a free PDF of Jaynes' The Origin of Consciousness. It was a

consciousness where they heard compelling voices talking to them from the

right side of their brains. They took these voices to be those of the  Gods 

advising and directing them. In blunt language, preliterate cultures were

basically psychic in nature and not rational like ours. If

they are not examined in that light, but examined as if

they were driven by pretty much the same rational

concerns as we have, our conclusions are going to be

far off the mark. 

This is the case today with our establishment theorists

(and many alternative theorists).  Examining

preliterate cultures with a scientific methodology can

be a very tricky business. Not only  is there no written

material and few

artifacts, but the cultures themselves were

completely different from ours because they

were spiritually/psychically driven and not

rationally driven.

These cultures, however, can be approached if

we truly understand their mindset.  Their art

can also tell us a great deal, but art is not

something that can be easily comprehended

by the scientific method. You can only go so far

with dimensions, material used, etc. but eventually you have to feel your way

toward its truths, not think your way. 

http://www.julianjaynes.org/bicameralmind.php
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-ywqdOo7L7pI/UF3pOhOArFI/AAAAAAAAFyU/qFalP33L6Bk/s1600/_44070364_skeleton_afp416.jpg
https://images-blogger-opensocial.googleusercontent.com/gadgets/proxy?url=http%3A%2F%2F1.bp.blogspot.com%2F-4xBQR99EAgw%2FUF8NvY49TSI%2FAAAAAAAAF1Q%2FJOqzoiJJyKw%2Fs200%2FCave%2BPainting.jpg&container=blogger&gadget=a&rewriteMime=image%2F*
http://s-f-walker.org.uk/pubsebooks/pdfs/Julian_Jaynes_The_Origin_of_Consciousness.pdf
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-6a5wEPo1HdY/ULQI5CF3b7I/AAAAAAAAGCQ/XHeCGDVrfUU/s1600/petro+above+below.jpg
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-czo0DCuxUQ4/UKFKorsSndI/AAAAAAAAF-A/BTcJU9X8_20/s1600/bicameral.jpg
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-EBSveIpaez0/UHnYG5SsCqI/AAAAAAAAF3c/8TSABWfxTDc/s1600/cheetah+box+sphinx1235153839_cropped0b9cca55d8+copy.bmp
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 Sometimes  a mixture of the two approaches

can be used, and this is true with the Sphinx.

The facial carving of the Sphinx has definite

artistic characteristics  that indicate that the

front of the face was most probably carved in

preliterate times, sometime between 6000-

3200 B.C..  I'll go into the evidence   behind

this statement shortly, but right now I want to

switch hats and use a logical, evidential 

approach that will strongly indicate that a

human face was the the initial carving, not an animal

face.

OTHER CULTURAL AND ARTISTIC EVIDENCE

INDICATING THE SPHINX IS 

A PRELITERATE CARVING

First of all, there is   no evidence of monumental  animal

carvings of any kind in any preliterate culture. There are,

however, examples of monumental human faces (See the

Olmec and Rapa Nui heads (L and below L) If a

monumental animal head carving were to be found, I'd

reconsider, but I know of none.  

So right now, with the face and cheetah shape of the

Sphinx pointing strongly to a preliterate carving, let me

use that indication to make a final important point as to

why, from all we can gather, the Sphinx was such a

mystery to the Egyptians themselves despite the fact

that they were   keepers of extensive written records

from 3200 B.C.on, which is the date they became

literate. 

If, as I believe, the face, chest and front limbs  of the

Sphinx was carved in early preliterate  Proto-Egypt (6000-

4500 B.C.),  it is highly likely that the reason for its

creation would  have been lost after many hundreds of

years had passed. Remember, there are no written

records in preliterate cultures. So for example, if the face

of the Sphinx were carved in 5000 B.C., the reasons for it

being created would be as much a mystery to both the

late preliterate (Legendary) Pre-Dynastic Egyptians

(4500-3200 B.C.) and the literate Dynastic Egyptians (

3200B.C.- 332 B.C.) as the enormous pyramid complex at

Teotihucan was to the Aztecs.  In other words, the face of

the Sphinx would have been seen  as a divine face that

had existed forever.

Author's Note

Any  destructive re-carving of a face held to

be divine (as the proposed  "Lion's head" would

most assuredly be) would have been a much

different act than the late Dynastic practice of

mutilating the names of Gods or  previous

Pharaohs so as to say they never existed. 

This is because the Egyptians saw the

mutilation of a name  as destroying the memory

of the  God or Pharaoh  in question, and was

thus a way of  erasing heresies and the like.

Here is Encyclopedia Britannica on this:

Olmec

Rapa Nui

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-JE-XCMDUgCU/ULQ36nAmz4I/AAAAAAAAGDc/i82Qwd1Ug6s/s1600/cave_painting_l.jpg
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-rgT8tc_i7I4/UE_BlwjWabI/AAAAAAAAFwU/hK1RdvCGwL0/s1600/picto+graphmore-pictographs.jpg
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-IGa2QhSx-Ek/ULgivtGm_9I/AAAAAAAAGHA/TddUZspB3zg/s1600/easter_island_04.jpg
http://www.answers.com/topic/akhenaton
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-52yjnXfvdpg/ULimCjLJk9I/AAAAAAAAGI4/RGcThki39uY/s1600/Olmec6_0.jpg
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"Akhenaten ordered the eradication of all of

Egypt's traditional gods. He sent royal officials

to chisel out and destroy every reference to

Amun and the names of other deities on

tombs, temple walls, and cartouches to instill in

the people that the Aten was the one true

god."

This was not something done lightly, however,

as the consequences could be unpredictable,

not to mention disastroius.  This can be seen 

in the Pharaoh Akhenaten (1385-1350 B.C.)

who was so intent on establishing his 

monotheistic religion of the Aten  that he

chiseled out  every reference to Amun as well

as the names of any other deities associated

with the existing polytheistic religion.

Unfortunately for Akhenaten,  upon his death it

resulted in the  immediate overthrow of his new

Aten religion and the re-establishment of the

old (Amun) polytheistic divine order. 

  

End Author's Note

Let me repeat once again that to even consider that such a   re-carving of a

divine face could have taken place  indicates how deeply out of touch most

theorists   are with the spiritually-driven nature of ancient Egypt. If that

spiritual nature is ignored or misinterpreted, any theory about Egypt and/or

the Sphinx will be riddled with serious errors. Unfortunately, this is the

situation today. However, if we use the correct approach, one which is aware

of the much different artistic, cultural and spiritual of preliterate cultures, we

can begin to see the Sphinx more accurately. 

For one thing, we can see that the likelihood of the Sphinx (including its face)

having  cheetah proportions makes the establishment theory of a creation

date  of 2500 B.C.  highly suspect. I should mention that the 2500 B.C. date is

backed by no sustainable evidence whatsoever, and is simply a conjecture,

like mine. My conjecture, however, is backed by  considerable artistic

evidence (that has been completely ignored) indicating it is far more likely

that the face, chest and front limbs  were carved in Preliterate Proto-Egypt c.

6000-3200 B.C..

Yet there  is a problem with such an early date,

namely, how can we account for the face  of

the Sphinx arriving in 2012 in such good

shape? After all, approximately 8000-6500

years would have passed. That is a lot of time. 

We can partially account for it  by examining

the number and scope of the various  known

Dynastic repairs of the Sphinx. Here is a

detailed list of those repairs.  

We can also assume that in preliterate times 

some "cosmetic" reconstruction and plastering

of the face would have been done from time to

time, although, of course, we have no written record of these. These

considerations, along with  the weathering evidence, the fact that the face

was never buried in sand,  and the hardness of the facial limestone (as

compared to the body limestone) could easily account for the face looking

pretty much as it did  8000- 6500 years ago.

I have a detailed section later

on that uses the

approximately 2000 year

period between the last known

reconstruction  of the Sphinx

(the Romans: 200 A.D.) until

modern times to show that

Akhenaten

http://guardians.net/hawass/sphinx2.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aten
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akhenaten
http://www.answers.com/topic/instill
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-lUueNzicVSA/UoARC9ZXRDI/AAAAAAAAGtw/-6GqZvERJrA/s1600/GD-EG-Caire-Mus%C3%A9e061.JPG
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-EBSveIpaez0/UHnYG5SsCqI/AAAAAAAAF3c/8TSABWfxTDc/s1600/cheetah+box+sphinx1235153839_cropped0b9cca55d8+copy.bmp
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very little natural facial

damage occurred over the last

2000 years even though the

air was at its most toxic for

most of the last hundred

years. 

Given this fact, it is easily

shown how we could step back

in 2000 year jumps to 4500

B.C. and even  6000 B.C., and

expect the face to be pretty

much as we see it today.  The

evidence I present in that

later section indicates that

despite the enormous span of

time (8000 years), the face

(not the body) could have

survived in very good

condition. Again, this evidence

reinforces my contention that a very early preliterate carving (at least of the

face) was possible.

Ok. I've given you a quick taste of some of the evidence pointing  to a

preliterate carving of the face of the Sphinx.  More evidence follows, and in

much greater detail. You can judge for yourself if it makes sense. Trust your

eyes. You are looking at a Sphinx which has the exact proportions of a

cheetah.

Summary of Preceding Section: 

The Cheetah Proportions Are the First Key to Unscrambling the

Truth About When the Sphinx Was Built and Why.

  

The Distinct Characteristics and Nature

 of Preliterate Art

Literally all theorists completely ignore the

distinctive preliterate (6000-3200 B.C.) artistic

characteristics of the face of the Sphinx. It is

simply unbelievable. All you need is some

knowledge of preliterate art and the face of the

Sphinx will immediately be recognizable as a

preliterate carving even if it is one of the few

monumental preliterate carvings we know of.

I'll go into those characteristics later, but first I

want to show you some basic forms of 

preliterate art. In addition to the cave drawings shown above, one of the most

common forms are pictographs (simple pictures painted on rocks or wood)

and petroglyphs (simple rock carvings).  So you get a better understanding of

them, I'm going to jump way ahead of myself to show you an equation I've

extracted from a large one that ends Part One of this blog. You  won't know

what all the terms mean, but you will by the time you get to the end of Part

One of this  blog. At any rate, what I want to show you now is how this

equation message would be done as a pictograph or petroglyph.

First Mother = Mother Goddess = Mut = Nut = Ma'at= Mafdet = Nubia = 

Spiritual/Psychic Practices = Cat/Cheetah = Soul Obsession = "Veiled" Giza

The Sphinx c.1900 A.D.

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-qImEti6c-PU/UoAaNHiQaiI/AAAAAAAAGuM/YAB5tyCXiEo/s1600/full_face_view_of_sphinx._giza_egypt._1900-1920.jpg
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-jlxSVeZr9JA/ULQ35lz-_DI/AAAAAAAAGDM/cDMGzJ2eTzM/s1600/cave+Chauvet.jpg
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face = Nubian Female Shaman =   Carved Giza Sphinx Face  

The equal sign here should be  read as meaning one term implies the next term (either forward or

backward).

The equation pretty much sums up  my thinking on the preliterate Nubian/

Proto-Egyptian Mother Goddess culture that carved the   face of a Nubian

female shaman/leader on a Giza cliff to honor her as a living Goddess. You'll

get a better feel for the muthos mindset  of the preliterate Proto-Egyptians if I

make you examine the above equation as pictographs (simple pictures

painted on rocks or wood) or petroglyphs (rock carvings) both of which

preliterate peoples would have used to communicate the essence of a

situation. They are essentially story pictures.

Immediately below are some actual examples of pictographs.

The carvings below are actual examples of petroglyphs.

Author's Note

For those not familiar with the term muthos, it is from the Greek for story.. It is used

to describe the way preliterate people knew the world: through stories (or story

pictures) with stories being seen as an imitation of life. To imitate was to know for

muthos consciousness peoples, i.e., to feel the truth of something was sufficient for

preliterate peoples.. 

This way of knowing is diametrically opposed to that of  logos consciousness. The

term logos is again Greek for word, the written word. It is used to describe the way

literate, rational peoples  know the world, which is through  reason and logic. Our

modern consciousness is a logos consciousness.

End Author's Note

  

OK. Here's my equation again:

First Mother = Mother Goddess = Mut = Nut = Ma'at= Mafdet = Nubia = 

Spiritual/Psychic Practices = Cat/Cheetah = Soul Obsession = "Veiled" Giza

face = Nubian Female Shaman =   Carved Giza Sphinx Face  

  The equal sign here should be  read as meaning one term implies the next term (either forward or

backward). 

I have supplied a picture for each of the terms in the above equation and

arranged them in the same order as the word equation. Read them from left to

right, then down to next sequence of pictures. In practice, the pictographs

would most probably be strung out like a line of laundry if the surface were

large enough. If it wasn't large enough, God knows how they would be strung

out and the sequence might be hard to determine.I should add, however, that

most probably  preliterate humans with their muthos knowing would not have

been overly concerned with the the sequence. Most likely what would have

been important to them was knowing that one term implied its neighbor,

which would have been enough for them to reach the muthos conclusion that

all the terms were equivalent, and that, in essence, is pretty much the

situation, isn't it? 

http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-aket5Q-kXZs/UDZdqy6YwOI/AAAAAAAAFdA/2AukEpYIo4M/s1600/egypt%2Bimg_3787.jpg
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-dVNagtKj94Y/UDgBq2LWMiI/AAAAAAAAFmg/Gn1McZfPb1U/s1600/5964251-petroglyphs-carved-onto-rock-surface-by-prehistoric-native-american-s-at-anasazi-canyon-utah-usa.jpg
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-_214XP33GIg/UDVXXzoy-cI/AAAAAAAAFbE/biSl6tDbUCA/s1600/picto%2Bgraphmore-pictographs.jpg
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-By9O_NqLK1Q/UDZdsqnCa8I/AAAAAAAAFdw/mOIO1uZJ2MA/s1600/egypt%2B26high03.jpg
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-tN5Wf237QAE/UDZdruK5bCI/AAAAAAAAFdY/Rd019kyLxyY/s1600/turkey4.jpg
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-NdaUI1yVDuU/UDVXYBSHvWI/AAAAAAAAFbQ/uo7-kSWS4eI/s1600/pictograph%2B3664039070_d372b62d84_z.jpg
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First Mother Mother Goddess
Mut

Nut

Ma'at

Nubia

Mafdet 

Cat/CheetahSpirit/ Psy Practice

"Veiled" Face
Soul Obsession
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http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-CRx7kQpKfCE/UA1HnDoo9LI/AAAAAAAAEb0/Sz3BVWU7y1E/s1600/00250.jpg
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-WBC_tzk0W3o/UouBkVQWVHI/AAAAAAAAG40/g4ZXKlsy1S8/s1600/orig+face+4+opacity+vfinal+aguefinal++new+split++nov+mod+Untitled-2+copy.bmp
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-ahlV1yl8bq8/UF3pUchZZ0I/AAAAAAAAFyk/_7uww3bJpOA/s1600/220px-Ankara_Muzeum_B19-36.jpg
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-yeJMH-_eQDI/T-5qV5AsgAI/AAAAAAAAC9A/kSY2Uc2iLDI/s1600/220px-Mut.svg.png
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-KsKAx2TCxi0/UDb862CeGNI/AAAAAAAAFhw/TXEsSNNBZMo/s1600/mafdet%2BAnubis_attending_the_mummy_of_Sennedjem.jpg
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-fKHmw1vSO9Q/UDeZVG0QDvI/AAAAAAAAFkg/MdFAclrXpQA/s1600/Maat.jpg
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http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-la2d3nyRHEQ/UKhAHJdGpLI/AAAAAAAAGAY/cLwc07ZGCMM/s1600/female-figurine-3500-bc.jpg
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This is how the relationships I have been talking about would have been

portrayed in simple pictographs in our 6000 B.C. Proto-Egyptian culture. They

would have been highly simplified of course, which is the nature of

pictographs and petroglyphs as actual petroglyphs and pictographs are very

simple in structure compared to my equation photos. The difficulty of

expressing complicated thoughts with these preliterate story pictures is

obvious, and one reason why hieroglyphs (codified pictographs that could be

combined to express complex thoughts) eventually grew out of them.

Despite the difficulty, it would be a good exercise to try "thinking" in pictures,

because it will give you an insight into the way the preliterate mindset

worked. It knew the world by imitating it, not logically explaining it.  It was an

imitative, artistic mind, not the logical, examining mind we have today. It

wasn't really concerned with the logical expression of complex ideas and

thoughts, such as those contained in my equations. This is why it was content

with pictures. Pictures were imitations of the world, whether it was the

exterior world or the interior world. To imitate was to know for muthos

consciousness, to feel the truth of something.

Complex thoughts, of course, aren't easily

expressed with pictures, but then again

preliterate man wasn't really concerned

with the thoughts that fill our modern,

examining logos consciousness.

Rembrandt's Aristotle Examining the Bust

of Homer just about says it all in this

regard. Aristotle (the literate, examining

mind) vs. Homer (the preliterate imitative,

artistic mind).  Remember, in preliterate

cultures, writing didn't exist, nor did its

step-children: history, philosophy, science,

mathematics, etc..  Art was everything for

preliterate peoples. Early preliterate art

has several characteristics you don't see in

literate art, i.e., art created after we learned to read and write. This is true of

all cultures not just Egyptian preliterate art.

These characteristics are so different

from literate artistic characteristics 

that they are impossible to miss. Yet all

our theorists have missed them (or

chosen to ignore them), take your pick.

The face of the Sphinx has one very

important preliterate characteristic:

the purposeful distortion of some of its

features. This kind of thing always

indicates that the face is a preliterate

carving and could not possibly have

been carved when  establishment

theorists claim it was  ( 2500 B.C.).

One of those  purposeful distortions is

Nubian Shaman 19th cent.

Giza Sphinx w Nose

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-yDjB3wc3IdI/UAxtR9QfTzI/AAAAAAAAEVk/ma2zbjvkX8A/s1600/aristotle_homer.jpg
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-EBSveIpaez0/UHnYG5SsCqI/AAAAAAAAF3c/8TSABWfxTDc/s1600/cheetah+box+sphinx1235153839_cropped0b9cca55d8+copy.bmp
http://nymag.com/arts/art/features/dawn-of-egyptian-art-2012-5/
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-R1e06Chh5vM/UozV5QC_drI/AAAAAAAAG7c/Ag3WvEvtE_Q/s1600/1235153839_0b9cca55d8+copy.bmp
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-6Qdp5BovjYc/UF3sBBPl5VI/AAAAAAAAFzs/dty7YAud1E8/s1600/250px-Anglo-1900Egyptian_Sudan_Nubian_woman.jpg
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that  petroglyphs or sculptures  of faces of the Gods or ancestors almost

always contain extremely large eyes that are out of proportion to the rest of

the face, or in some cases in very early preliterate art, they show the eyes

only. Here are some more examples.

Now look at the eyes of the Sphinx (L). They

are  out of proportion to the rest of the

face. They are simply too large. Now look at

the eyes of the exquisite literate sculpture

of Shepseskaf (Below, R) which was actually

carved c.2500 B.C.  See the difference?  

Remember,  2500 B.C. was the same time

when the exquisitely proportioned Giza

pyramids were designed and constructed and

that the lifelike sculpture of Shepseskaf 

(below, R) was carved. 

If the oddly shaped Sphinx face was carved in 2500

B.C., the sculptors of the Sphinx would have been

hung, drawn and quartered (or the Egyptian

equivalent). While you're using your eyes, please

note that the Shepseskaf head was carved c. 2500

B.C., the same time when most theorists claim the

Sphinx was carved. Impossible. The eyes of

Shepseskaf are in perfect proportion to his face.

The eyes of the Sphinx are clearly not. 

It is true that the carving of  Shepseskaf is much

much smaller than the Sphinx face, but that is

inconsequential, as we know that the Egyptians of

2500 B.C had scaling tools that allowed them to

scale up models in perfect proportion. The perfect proportions of the gigantic

Giza pyramids are proof of this. But let me get back to the face of the Sphinx.

Outside of the eyes, it  exhibits  good proportions. This is  because preliterate

Egyptians understood proportion in sculpture. What they lacked was an

understanding of how to render the fine details of human expression. I'll give

you proofs of all this later in this blog. 

What is also clear to me about the face of the Sphinx is that the eyes were

made purposefully larger. Why were the eyes made larger? Large eyes were

the way preliterate artist signified that the face was of a God or Goddess who

saw more  (understood more) than mere humans.

Shepseskaf

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/--DNAC3V0tyI/UoNxxJvOPrI/AAAAAAAAGvg/V9O9kgbxnr4/s1600/large+eyescda086fe9ec68904b60e70fc8c448ca1.jpg
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-EBSveIpaez0/UHnYG5SsCqI/AAAAAAAAF3c/8TSABWfxTDc/s1600/cheetah+box+sphinx1235153839_cropped0b9cca55d8+copy.bmp
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-la2d3nyRHEQ/UKhAHJdGpLI/AAAAAAAAGAY/cLwc07ZGCMM/s1600/female-figurine-3500-bc.jpg
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-UVPg8BKPBgo/UoNxrY9tImI/AAAAAAAAGvY/HNa8TxC1G4A/s1600/8c39aca66dfbig+eyes+prehistoric5ad8fa862956e84b0376a.jpg
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-7O9C0bi3rGg/UoVdCLeumHI/AAAAAAAAGxU/qb6Hr2Ib2ms/s1600/godanu.jpg
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-D_VUNFGZ5Wg/T-egBNLlzoI/AAAAAAAAC1U/opmNV4AOpuA/s1600/Shepseskaf%2B2503%2B2498.png
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Some might say that the eyes are larger because the carving itself is

relatively crude. That's a legitimate argument, but why just the eyes then?

Why isn't everything out of proportion, the nose, the lips, the eyebrows? OK.

OK.  Let's consider for a moment  that the eyes are too large because  the

carving itself is crude by 2500 B.C. standards. Then how could it be carved in

2500 B.C.?  We're going around in circles here, aren't we? I'll go into other

preliterate artistic characteristics in greater detail later in this blog. 

I've just described the preliterate characteristics of the face of the Sphinx, but

I haven't said anything about the artistic quality of face as a portrait, and by

that I mean, what kind of temperament or character does the face portray?

I'm going to go into this later, but it's something to think about. The best way

to do this is to forget it's the Sphinx and imagine it's someone you just met on

the street and then stare at the face alone in a meditative state and see what

comes to you. You'd be surprised.

Author's Note

When I stated earlier that preliterate Egyptians understood proportion, I must make

note of the fact that there are two oddities about the face that have puzzled

theorists. The first is the flat head and the second is the extreme squareness of the

lower face.  They don't puzzle me however. I'll show  later on that these oddities

also indicate a preliterate carving of a human face with cheetah characteristics.

 End Author's Note

Summary of Preceding Section:
The Distinct Nature of Preliterate Art Is the Second Key to Unscrambling the

Truth About When the Sphinx Was Built and Why.

A Quick Summary of My Theory

OK, I've just given you  two easily

understood keys to unscrambling the truth

about the Sphinx. You can verify them  by

using your own eyes. In general, I'm going to

make  other contentions like these as I go

along, then show you a bit of evidence, but

postpone showing you all the evidence until

later on. My reason for doing so is there is

simply a great deal about preliterate cultures

that you probably don't know. Thus, much of

what I'm going to say is simply to educate you.

Better to get that done first.

So as I go along, I'll be repeating many of my contentions, but showing you

more and more evidence. Bear with me. This is by far the easiest way to bring

you along.  Right now, I'm going to expand my base of contentions by quickly

outlining the essentials my theory. 
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